
Fall into Autumn® Participant Legal Liability Agreement                                     

(please read, sign, scan and return via email to nina@beinghumanlife.com) 

Fall into Autumn is a Being Human immersive nature center retreat experience, including deeply 

restorative and transformative practices for coaches, therapists, practitioners, and leaders whose service 

assists and supports the greatest evolutionary shift in human civilization. This experiential and interactive 

retreat is specially and specifically designed to support the renewal, accelerated integration and 

transformation that is occurring within those in the fields of coaching, facilitation, holistic practice, intuitive 

guidance, healing and transformation supporting the shift into the new human era.  

Fall Into Human retreats are hosted by Nina Roberts Salveson and Michele Rae, Master transformational 

coaches, facilitators and guides in transformation and alchemical evolution in consciousness, spiritual 

intelligence and embodiment.  

By signing this agreement form, I freely and voluntarily agree with and understand the following 

statements to be true and I hereby agree to bind myself to such statements in consideration for the 

opportunity to participate as an attendee of the upcoming Fall Into Human retreat. 

1. The facilitators and participants are not giving medical advice, making diagnoses, or providing 

licensed therapy or professional counseling. I will not hold Fall Into Autumn facilitators, coaches, 

participants, Being Human Life, Center Within, or other persons or entities directly associated 

with Fall Into Autumn or Cedar Valley Resort responsible for my actions or the actions of others 

made in response to any teaching, advice, or any other goods and/or services I may obtain 

before, during or after this retreat experience.  

2. I fully release Fall Into Autumn facilitators and/or persons/entities or Cedar Valley Resort staff and 

service providers directly associated with them from any and all liability whatsoever. 

3. I assume full personal responsibility for any financial obligation I undertake based on and/or in 

response to any teaching, advice, coaching, service, food, movement or exercise, and any other 

goods and/or services I may experience or obtain on the dates of the retreat (October 24-28), 

including travelling to or from and between activities on the retreat premises. 

4. Information I give to any Team Member will remain confidential. However, I also understand 

exceptions to such confidentiality include: any situation in which I communicate I am considering 

physically harming myself or another person, any situation in which I communicate another 

person is continuing to or has expressed his/her intent to physically harm me, and/or any situation 

in which a formal grievance is brought against any persons/entities directly associated with the 

retreat, environment or experience.  

5. I understand and hereby agree that I am solely legally and personally responsible for my travel, 

and all physical, mental and emotional safety travelling to and from the retreat property, between 

activities. I understand that physical movement, yoga or exercise carries a general risk of injury 

and I assume all personal responsibility and liability for my own safety and well-being, and all 

expenses related to any and all incidents that might incur injury or harm. 

6. I agree to abide by all retreat requirements and stipulations, including staying with my group and 

refraining from mood altering substances, including alcohol.  

Signature:___________________________________________Date:_____________ 

Name (Print):________________________________________ 


